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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a tyre having improved steering stability performance, ride comfort performance,
noise performance, and fuel economy performance.

Background Art

[0002] There has been proposed a tyre developed to have the improved noise performance while maintaining the
steering stability performance (see Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2016-199118 (Patent
Literature 1), for example).
[0003] Generally speaking, in order to improve the noise performance and the ride comfort performance of a tyre, it
is considered effective to decrease impact received from a road surface by increasing thickness of a tread rubber, or by
suppressing rigidity of a belt layer and a band layer arranged on an outer side in a tyre radial direction thereof.
[0004] Tyres according to the preamble of claim 1 are known e.g. from EP2781374 A1, EP3153334 A1 or EP2537688
A2.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] However, when the thickness of the tread rubber is increased, the weight of the tyre is increased and rolling
resistance is also increased, therefore, it is possible that the fuel economy performance is affected. Further, when the
rigidity of the belt layer is suppressed, it is possible that the steering stability performance is affected.
[0006] Even in the technology disclosed in the Patent Literature 1, it is not easy to achieve the steering stability
performance, the ride comfort performance, the noise performance, and the fuel economy performance at the same
time at a high level, there still is a demand for further improvement.
[0007] The present invention was made in view of the above, and a primary object thereof is to provide a tyre having
the steering stability performance, the ride comfort performance, and the noise performance achieved at a high level at
the same time without deteriorating the fuel economy performance.
[0008] In one aspect of the present invention, a tyre comprises a tread portion comprising a first shoulder main groove
extending continuously in a tyre circumferential direction on a side of a first tread ground contact edge positioned on
one side of a tyre equator, a second shoulder main groove extending continuously in the tyre circumferential direction
on a side of a second tread ground contact edge positioned on the other side of the tyre equator, at least one crown
main groove extending continuously in the tyre circumferential direction between the first shoulder main groove and the
second shoulder main groove, a first middle land region defined between the first shoulder main groove and the crown
main groove, a second middle land region defined between the second shoulder main groove and the crown main
groove, a first shoulder land region defined between the first tread ground contact edge and the first shoulder main
groove, and a second shoulder land region defined between the second tread ground contact edge and the second
shoulder main groove, wherein the first middle land region is provided with first middle sipes each extending inwardly
in a tyre axial direction from the first shoulder main groove to have an inner end in the first middle land region, second
middle sipes each extending outwardly in the tyre axial direction from the crown main groove to have an outer end in
the first middle land region, and the number of the second middle sipes is larger than the number of the first middle sipes.
[0009] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the number of the second middle sipes is twice or more
the number of the first middle sipes.
[0010] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the second middle land region is provided with third middle
sipes each extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the second shoulder main groove to have an inner end in
the second middle land region, and fourth middle sipes each extending outwardly in the tyre axial direction from the
crown main groove to have an outer end in the second middle land region, and the number of the fourth middle sipes
is equal to the number of the third middle sipes.
[0011] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of the first
middle land region is greater than rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of the second middle land region.
[0012] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the first shoulder land region is provided with a plurality
of first shoulder sipes each connecting between the first tread ground contact edge and the first shoulder main groove,
and each of the first shoulder sipes includes a deep sipe extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the first tread
ground contact edge to have an inner end in the first shoulder land region and a shallow sipe connecting between the
inner end of the deep sipe and the first shoulder main groove and having a depth smaller than that of the deep sipe.
[0013] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the deep sipe has a curved portion extending in the tyre
axial direction in a curved manner, and the shallow sipe has a bent portion extending in the tyre axial direction in a bent
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manner.
[0014] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the first shoulder land region is provided with first shoulder
lateral grooves each extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the first tread ground contact edge between a
respective pair of the first shoulder sipes adjacent to each other in the tyre circumferential direction to have an inner end
in the first shoulder land region, and a length in the tyre axial direction of each of the first shoulder lateral grooves is
larger than a length in the tyre axial direction of the deep sipe.
[0015] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the first shoulder lateral grooves are provided at positions
so as not to overlap with the first middle sipes in the tyre circumferential direction.
[0016] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that a length in the tyre axial direction between the inner end
of each of the first shoulder lateral grooves and the first shoulder main groove is in a range of from 10% to 30% of a
length in the tyre axial direction of the first shoulder land region.
[0017] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that a position of the tread portion when mounted on a vehicle
is specified such that the first tread ground contact edge is positioned on an outer side of the vehicle.
[0018] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that a position of the tread portion when mounted on a vehicle
is specified such that the first tread ground contact edge is positioned on an outer side of the vehicle, the first middle
land region is provided with a first circumferential sipe extending continuously in the tyre circumferential direction, the
first shoulder land region is provided with a plurality of first shoulder sipes each extending between the first tread ground
contact edge and the first shoulder main groove, at least one of the first shoulder sipes has a bent portion, and the bent
portion includes a first bent portion which is bent so as to be convex in a first direction and a second bent portion which
is bent so as to be convex in a direction opposite to the first direction.
[0019] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the at least one of the first shoulder sipes has a vertical
component between the first bent portion and the second bent portion, and the vertical component is arranged at an
angle of less than 30 degrees with respect to the tyre circumferential direction.
[0020] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the first bent portion and the second bent portion are
arranged on an inner side in the tyre axial direction of a center in the tyre axial direction of the first shoulder land region.
[0021] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the first shoulder land region is provided with a plurality
of first shoulder lateral grooves each extending from the first tread ground contact edge to terminate within the first
shoulder land region.
[0022] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that each of the plurality of the first shoulder lateral grooves
is arranged at an angle in a range of from 0 to 10 degrees with respect to the tyre axial direction.
[0023] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the second bent portion is arranged on an outer side in
the tyre axial direction of the first bent portion, and a distance in the tyre axial direction between the inner end in the tyre
axial direction of each of the first shoulder lateral grooves and the second bent portion is smaller than a groove width of
the first shoulder main groove.
[0024] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that each of the first middle sipes is arranged at a position so
as to be continuous with a respective one of the first shoulder sipes with the first shoulder main groove therebetween.
[0025] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that a chamfered portion is formed at a connection portion
between each of the first middle sipes and the first shoulder main groove.
[0026] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the chamfered portion includes an inclined surface sur-
rounded by one of edges of the first middle land region on a ground contacting surface thereof, one of edges of the first
shoulder main groove on groove walls thereof, and one of edges of a respective one of the first middle sipes on sipe
walls thereof.
[0027] In another aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the tread portion includes a crown land region arranged
on the tyre equator, and the crown land region is a plain rib provided with no grooves and no sipes.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0028]

Fig. 1 is a development view of a tread portion of a tyre according to an embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the tread portion of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged development view of an outer middle land region and an inner middle land region of Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken along A-A line of Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is an enlarged development view of an outer shoulder land region of Fig. 1.
Fig. 6 is an enlarged development view of an inner shoulder land region of Fig. 1.
Fig. 7 is a development view of a tread portion of a tyre according to another embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 8 is an enlarged view of an outer shoulder land region of Fig. 7.
Fig. 9 is an enlarged view of an outer middle land region and an inner middle land region of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along B-B line of Fig. 9.
Fig. 11 is a cross-sectional view taken along C-C line of Fig. 9.
Fig. 12 is a development view of a tread portion of a tyre according to yet another embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 13 is a development view of a tread portion of a tyre as Reference 3.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0029] An embodiment of the present invention will now be described in detail with accompanying drawings.
[0030] Fig. 1 is a development view of a tread portion 2 of a tyre according to an embodiment of the present invention.
As shown in Fig. 1, the tyre in this embodiment is suitably used as a pneumatic tyre for a passenger car, for example,
but it is not limited to this.
[0031] The tyre in this embodiment is provided with an asymmetric tread pattern whose position when mounted on a
vehicle is specified. The mounting position of the tyre on a vehicle is indicated by letters and the like on at least one of
sidewall portions (not shown), for example.
[0032] The tread portion 2 includes a tread ground contact edge TE1 positioned on one side of a tyre equator (C) and
a tread ground contact edge TE2 positioned on the other side of the tyre equator (C).
[0033] The tread ground contact edges TE1 and TE2 means outermost tread ground contact edges in a tyre axial
direction when the tyre in a standard state is in contact with a flat surface with zero camber angles by being loaded with
a standard tyre load. Here, the standard state is a state in which the tyre is mounted on a standard rim (not shown),
inflated to a standard tyre inner pressure, and loaded with no tyre load. Hereinafter, dimensions and the like of various
parts of the tyre are those measured under the standard state, unless otherwise noted.
[0034] The "standard rim" is a wheel rim specified for the concerned tyre by a standard included in a standardization
system on which the tyre is based, for example, the "normal wheel rim" in JATMA, "Design Rim" in TRA, and "Measuring
Rim" in ETRTO.
[0035] The "standard tyre inner pressure" is air pressure specified for the concerned tyre by a standard included in a
standardization system on which the tyre is based, for example, the "maximum air pressure" in JATMA, maximum value
listed in the "TIRE LOAD LIMITS AT VARIOUS COLD INFLATION PRESSURES" table in TRA, and "INFLATION
PRESSURE" in ETRTO. when the tyre is for a passenger car, the standard tyre inner pressure is 180 kPa, for example.
[0036] The "standard tyre load" is a tyre load specified for the concerned tyre by a standard included in a standardization
system on which the tyre is based, for example, the "maximum load capacity" in JATMA, maximum value listed in "TIRE
LOAD LIMITS AT VARIOUS COLD INFLATION PRESSURES" table in TRA, and "LOAD CAPACITY" in ETRTO. when
the tyre is for a passenger car, the standard tyre load is a load equivalent to 88% of the above loads, for example.
[0037] In this embodiment, it is preferred that the tyre is used such that, when the tyre is mounted on a vehicle, the
tread ground contact edge TE1 is an outer tread ground contact edge positioned on an outer side of the vehicle. However,
the tyre may be used such that when the tyre is mounted on a vehicle, the tread ground contact edge TE1 is an inner
tread ground contact edge positioned on an inner side of the vehicle. A case will be described below in which the tread
ground contact edge TE1 is the outer tread ground contact edge and the tread ground contact edge TE2 is the inner
tread ground contact edge.
[0038] The tread portion 2 includes an outer shoulder main groove 5 (first shoulder main groove) extending continuously
in a tyre circumferential direction on a side of the outer tread ground contact edge TE1 (first tread ground contact edge),
an inner shoulder main groove 6 (second shoulder main groove) extending continuously in the tyre circumferential
direction on a side of the inner tread ground contact edge TE2 (second tread ground contact edge), and at least one
crown main groove 3 (crown main groove) extending continuously in the tyre circumferential direction between the outer
shoulder main groove 5 and the inner shoulder main groove 6. The tread portion 2 in this embodiment includes one
crown main groove 3 extending on the tyre equator (C). The outer shoulder main groove 5, the inner shoulder main
groove 6, and the crown main groove 3 in this embodiment extend linearly, but they may extend in a zigzag manner.
[0039] It is possible that a width W3 of the crown main groove 3, a width W5 of the outer shoulder main groove 5, and
a width W6 of the inner shoulder main groove 6 are suitably set according to the custom. In the pneumatic tyre for a
passenger car in this embodiment, it is preferred that each of the widths w3, W4, and W5 is in a range of from 4.0% to
8.5% of a tread ground contacting width TW, for example.
[0040] The tread ground contacting width TW is a distance in the tyre axial direction between the tread ground contact
edges TE1 and TE2 when the tyre in the standard state is in contact with a flat surface with zero camber angles by being
loaded with the standard tyre load.
[0041] when the width w3, the width w4, or the width w6 is less than 4.0% of the tread ground contacting width TW,
it is possible that drainage performance is affected. On the other hand, when the width w3, the width w4, or the width
w6 is more than 8.5% of the tread ground contacting width TW, rubber volume of the tread portion 2 is decreased,
therefore, it is possible that anti-wear performance is affected.
[0042] Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the tread portion 2 of Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 2, it is possible that a depth D3
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of the crown main groove 3 and a depth D5 of the outer shoulder main groove 5 and a depth D6 of the inner shoulder
main groove 6 are suitably set according to the custom. In a case of a pneumatic tyre for a passenger car in this
embodiment, it is preferred that each of the depths D3, D5, and D6 is in a range of from 5 to 10 mm.
[0043] when each of the depths D3, D5, and D6 is less than 5 mm, it is possible that the drainage performance is
affected. On the other hand, when any one of the depths D3, D5, and D6 is more than 10 mm, the rigidity of the tread
portion 2 is insufficient, therefore, it is possible that the steering stability performance is affected.
[0044] The tread portion 2 is provided with an outer middle land region 11 (first middle land region) defined between
the crown main groove 3 and the outer shoulder main groove 5. The tread portion 2 is provided with an outer shoulder
land region 13 (first shoulder land region) defined between the outer shoulder main groove 5 and the outer tread ground
contact edge TE1. The tread portion 2 is provided with an inner middle land region 12 (second middle land region)
defined between the crown main groove 3 and the inner shoulder main groove 6. The tread portion 2 is provided with
an inner shoulder land region 14 (second shoulder land region) defined between the inner shoulder main groove 6 and
the inner tread ground contact edge TE2.
[0045] Fig. 3 shows the outer middle land region 11 and the inner middle land region 12.
[0046] The outer middle land region 11 is provided with first middle sipes 31 each extending inwardly in the tyre axial
direction from the outer shoulder main groove 5 and second middle sipes 32 each extending outwardly in the tyre axial
direction from the crown main groove 3. Thereby, the impact which the outer middle land region 11 receives from a road
surface is moderated by the first middle sipes 31 and the second middle sipes 32, therefore, the noise performance and
the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0047] Here, the "sipe" is an incision having a width of 2 mm or less (preferably 1.5 mm or less), and is to be closed
under the condition in which the tyre is in contact with the ground by being loaded with the standard tyre load, that is, is
to be closed by a high ground contact pressure on a ground contacting surface.
[0048] Each of the first middle sipes 31 and the second middle sipes 32 in this embodiment extends in the same
direction with respect to the tyre axial direction in a curved manner with substantially the same curvature.
[0049] Each of the first middle sipes 31 has an inner end (31i) in the outer middle land region 11 and each of the
second middle sipes 32 has an outer end (32o) in the outer middle land region 11. Thereby, continuity in the tyre
circumferential direction of the outer middle land region 11 is maintained, therefore, excellent steering stability perform-
ance is obtained by its high rigidity.
[0050] Further, the number of the second middle sipes 32 is larger than the number of the first middle sipes 31. That
is, in the outer middle land region 11, by a number of the second middle sipes 32 provided in an inner region in the tyre
axial direction in which the ground contact pressure tends to be high, the impact received from a road surface is moderated.
Thereby, the noise performance and the ride comfort performance of the tyre is improved without setting the thickness
of the tread rubber large or suppressing the rigidity of the belt layer. On the other hand, in the outer middle land region
11, in an outer region in which the ground contact pressure during cornering tends to be high when the tyre has a slip
angle or when the vehicle rolls, high rigidity is easily ensured by limiting the number of the first middle sipes 31 to be
small, therefore, excellent steering stability performance is obtained. By a synergetic effect described above, it is possible
that the steering stability performance, the ride comfort performance, and the noise performance are exerted at the same
time at a high level without deteriorating the fuel economy performance.
[0051] It is preferred that the number of the second middle sipes 32 is twice or more times the number of the first
middle sipes 31. In other words, it is preferred that each of pitches of the second middle sipes 32 is half or less times
each of pitches of the first middle sipes 31. By the second middle sipes 32 and the first middle sipes 31 configured as
such, it is possible that the steering stability performance, the ride comfort performance, the noise performance, and the
fuel economy performance are exerted at the same time at a higher level. Further, by the second middle sipes 32 and
the first middle sipes 31 described above, a high design effect is obtained, therefore, appearance performance of the
tyre is improved.
[0052] The outer middle land region 11 may be provided with a first circumferential sipe 33 extending continuously in
the tyre circumferential direction. The first circumferential sipe 33 extends between the inner ends (31i) of the first middle
sipes 31 and the outer ends (32o) of the second middle sipes 32. The first circumferential sipe 33 in this embodiment
extends linearly, but it may be configured to extend in a zigzag manner. It is preferred that the first circumferential sipe
33 is arranged at a position in a range of from 45% to 55% of a length in the tyre axial direction of the outer middle land
region 11 from an inner end in the tyre axial direction of the outer middle land region 11. By the first circumferential sipe
33 configured as such, the impact which the outer middle land region 11 receives from a road surface is moderated,
therefore, the noise performance and the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0053] It is preferred that a width of the first circumferential sipe 33 is in a range of from 0.5 to 1.0 mm. The width of
the first circumferential sipe 33 is 0.5 mm or more, therefore, the impact which the outer middle land region 11 receives
is further moderated. The width of the first circumferential sipe 33 is 1.0 mm or less, therefore, the rigidity in the tyre
axial direction of the outer middle land region 11 is easily ensured, thereby, the steering stability performance is improved.
[0054] The second middle sipes 32 include second middle sipes 32A each smoothly continuous from corresponding
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one of the first middle sipes 31 with the first circumferential sipe 33 therebetween. The expression "smoothly continuous"
at least means that the corresponding one of the first middle sipes 31 and the each of the second middle sipes 32A are
inclined in the same direction with respect to the tyre axial direction and an imaginary line obtained by extending the
corresponding one of the first middle sipes 31 inwardly in the tyre axial direction and an imaginary line obtained by
extending the each of the second middle sipes 32A outwardly in the tyre axial direction overlap with each other or slightly
displaced from each other in the tyre circumferential direction in the first circumferential sipe 33. It is preferred that a
displacement amount described above in the tyre circumferential direction is 2 mm or less, for example. By the first
middle sipes 31 and the second middle sipes 32A having a positional relationship with each other, the outer middle land
region 11 has the continuity in rigidity distribution thereof, therefore, the impact which the outer middle land region 11
receives from a road surface is mildly moderated, thereby, the ride comfort performance is improved.
[0055] A chamfered portion 34 and a chamfered portion 35 are provided in an opening portion of each of the second
middle sipes 32A which is connected with the crown main groove 3. By the chamfered portions 34 and 35, the impact
which the outer middle land region 11 receives from a road surface is moderated, therefore, the noise performance and
the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0056] Each of the chamfered portions 34 is provided in a corner portion where respective one of the second middle
sipes 32A intersects with the crown main groove 3 at an acute angle, and each of the chamfered portions 35 is provided
in a corner portion where a respective one of the second middle sipes 32A intersects with the crown main groove 3 at
an obtuse angle. The volume removed from the outer middle land region 11 by the chamfered portions 35 (the volume
of the chamfered portions 35) is larger than the volume removed from the outer middle land region 11 by the chamfered
portions 34. Thereby, at the corner portions where the chamfered portions 35 are provided, the impact which the outer
middle land region 11 receives from a road surface is further moderated.
[0057] Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of one of the second middle sipes 32 (32A) taken along A-A line of Fig. 3. Each
of the second middle sipes 32 has a deep bottom portion 32B and a shallow bottom portion 32C. By the deep bottom
portion 32B and the shallow bottom portion 32C, each of the second middle sipes 32 is formed step-wise. The shallow
bottom portion 32C is positioned on an inner side in the tyre axial direction of the deep bottom portion 32B. Thereby,
the rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of the outer middle land region 11 in the vicinity of the crown main groove
3 is increased, therefore, the steering stability performance is improved.
[0058] The shallow bottom portion 32C extends outwardly in the tyre axial direction from the crown main groove 3 at
a constant depth. It is preferred that the depth of the shallow bottom portion 32C is in a range of from 30% to 60% of a
maximum depth of the deep bottom portion 32B. By the second middle sipes 32 configured as such, the rigidity distribution
of the outer middle land region 11 is optimized, therefore, the ride comfort performance and the steering stability per-
formance are improved in a good balance. It is preferred that a length L5 in the tyre axial direction of the shallow bottom
portion 32C is in a range of from 1.5 to 3.0 mm. By the shallow bottom portion 32C configured as such, the rigidity
distribution of the outer middle land region 11 is optimized, therefore, the ride comfort performance and the steering
stability performance are improved in a good balance.
[0059] As shown in Fig. 3, the inner middle land region 12 is provided with third middle sipes 41 each extending
inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the inner shoulder main groove 6 and fourth middle sipes 42 each extending
outwardly in the tyre axial direction from the crown main groove 3. Thereby, impact which the inner middle land region
12 receives from a road surface is moderated by the third middle sipes 41 and the fourth middle sipes 42, therefore, the
noise performance and the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0060] Each of the third middle sipes 41 and the fourth middle sipes 42 in this embodiment is inclined in the same
direction with respect to the tyre axial direction and extends in a curved manner with substantially the same curvature
as the first middle sipes 31.
[0061] Each of the third middle sipes 41 has an inner end (41i) in the inner middle land region 12 and each of the
fourth middle sipes 42 has an outer end (42o) in the inner middle land region 12. Thereby, the continuity in the tyre
circumferential direction of the inner middle land region 12 is maintained, therefore, excellent steering stability perform-
ance is obtained by high rigidity thereof.
[0062] It is preferred that the number of the fourth middle sipes 42 is larger than the number of the second middle
sipes 32. That is, it is preferred that each of pitches of the fourth middle sipes 42 is smaller than each of pitches of the
second middle sipes 32. Further, it is preferred that the number of the fourth middle sipes 42 is equal to the number of
the third middle sipes 41. More specifically, it is preferred that each of the pitches of the fourth middle sipes 42 is equal
to each of the pitches of the third middle sipes 41. By the fourth middle sipes 42 and the third middle sipes 41 configured
as such, the rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of the outer middle land region 11 can be easily increased so as
to be larger than the rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of the inner middle land region 12. Thereby, high rigidity
is easily ensured in the outer middle land region 11 in which the ground contact pressure during cornering tends to be
high when the tyre has a slip angle or when the vehicle rolls, therefore, excellent steering stability performance is obtained.
Further, sufficient ride comfort performance is secured by the inner middle land region 12.
[0063] Note that the rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of each of the outer middle land region 11 and the inner
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middle land region 12 is easily estimated by the configuration of the sipes and the like provided in each of the land
regions, however, to be more accurately, it is possible that the rigidity is also calculated by computer simulation and the
like such as FEM (finite element method) and the like, for example.
[0064] The inner middle land region 12 may be provided with a second circumferential sipe 43 extending continuously
in the tyre circumferential direction. The second circumferential sipe 43 extends between the inner ends (41i) of the third
middle sipes 41 and the outer ends (42o) of the fourth middle sipes 42. The second circumferential sipe 43 in this
embodiment extends linearly, but it may be configured to extend in a zigzag manner. It is preferred that the second
circumferential sipe 43 is arranged at a position in a range of from 45% to 55% of a length in the tyre axial direction of
the inner middle land region 12 from an inner end in the tyre axial direction of the inner middle land region 12. By the
second circumferential sipe 43 configured as such, the impact which the inner middle land region 12 receives from a
road surface is moderated, therefore, the noise performance and the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0065] Similar to the first circumferential sipe 33, it is preferred that a width of the second circumferential sipe 43 is in
a range of from 0.5 to 1.0 mm.
[0066] Fig. 5 shows the outer shoulder land region 13. The outer shoulder land region 13 is provided with a plurality
of first shoulder sipes 51 each extending so as to connect between the outer tread ground contact edge TE1 and the
outer shoulder main groove 5. The number of the first shoulder sipes 51 is equal to the number of the first middle sipes
31. By the first shoulder sipes 51 configured as such, impact which the outer shoulder land region 13 receives from a
road surface is moderated, therefore, the noise performance and the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0067] Each of the first shoulder sipes 51 includes a deep sipe 52 and a shallow sipe 53 having a depth smaller than
that of the deep sipe 52. The deep sipe 52 extends inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the outer tread ground contact
edge TE1 to have an inner end (52i) in the outer shoulder land region 13. The shallow sipe 53 connects between the
inner end (52i) of the deep sipe 52 and the outer shoulder main groove 5. By the deep sipe 52 and the shallow sipe 53
configured as such, the rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of an axially inner part of the outer shoulder land
region 13 is easily secured, therefore, excellent steering stability performance is obtained.
[0068] A width of the shallow sipe 53 in this embodiment is larger than a width of the deep sipe 52. The shallow sipe
53 includes an outer region in a tyre radial direction of the deep sipe 52 and extends along the deep sipe 52 to the outer
tread ground contact edge TE1. Thereby, the impact which the outer shoulder land region 13 receives from a road
surface is further moderated, therefore, the noise performance and the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0069] The deep sipe 52 in this embodiment is inclined in a direction opposite to the first middle sipes 31 with respect
to tyre axial direction and extends in a curved manner.
[0070] The deep sipe 52 and the shallow sipe 53 have a curved portion (51a) extending in the tyre axial direction in
a curved manner at a large radius. A radius of curvature of the curved portion (51a) is 75 mm or more, for example. By
the curved portion (51a), components in the tyre axial direction and components in the tyre circumferential direction of
the deep sipe 52 and the shallow sipe 53 vary mildly, therefore, the steering stability performance which is excellent in
a transient characteristic during cornering is obtained.
[0071] The shallow sipe 53 has a bent portion (51b) extending in the tyre axial direction while bending at a small radius.
A radius of curvature of the bent portion (51b) is 1 mm or less, for example. By the bent portion (51b), it is possible that
the rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction and in the tyre axial direction of an axially inner part of the outer shoulder
land region 13 is easily adjusted.
[0072] The outer shoulder land region 13 is provided with outer shoulder lateral grooves (first shoulder lateral grooves)
55 each extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the outer tread ground contact edge TE1. Each of the outer
shoulder lateral grooves 55 has an inner end (55i) in the outer shoulder land region 13. Each of the outer shoulder lateral
grooves 55 is arranged between a respective pair of the first shoulder sipes 51 adjacent to each other in the tyre
circumferential direction. The outer shoulder lateral grooves 55 extend along the first shoulder sipes 51. By the outer
shoulder lateral grooves 55, the impact which the outer shoulder land region 13 receives from a road surface, therefore,
the ride comfort performance of the tyre is improved.
[0073] As shown in Fig. 1, it is preferred that a length L1 in the tyre axial direction of each of the outer shoulder lateral
grooves 55 is larger than a length L2 in the tyre axial direction of each of the deep sipes 52. By the outer shoulder lateral
grooves 55 configured as such, the impact which the outer shoulder land region 13 receives from a road surface is
further moderated, therefore, the ride comfort performance of the tyre is improved.
[0074] Each of the outer shoulder lateral grooves 55 is arranged at a position so as not to overlap with any one of the
first middle sipes 31 in the tyre circumferential direction. That is, when seen in the tyre axial direction, an overlapping
length in the tyre circumferential direction between the outer shoulder lateral grooves 55 and the first middle sipes 31
is zero. By such a positional relation between the outer shoulder lateral grooves 55 and the first middle sipes 31, the
rigidity distribution is made uniform throughout between the outer middle land region 11 and the outer shoulder land
region 13, which contributes to the improvement of the ride comfort and the steering stability performance.
[0075] It is preferred that a length L3 in the tyre axial direction between the inner end (55i) of each of the outer shoulder
lateral grooves 55 and the outer shoulder main groove 5 is in a range of from 10% to 30% of a length L4 in the tyre axial
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direction of the outer shoulder land region 13. The length L3 is 10% or more of the length L4, therefore, the impact which
the outer shoulder land region 13 receives from a road surface is further moderated, thereby, the ride comfort performance
of the tyre is improved. The length L3 is 30% or less of the length L4, therefore, the steering stability performance of the
tyre is improved.
[0076] Fig. 6 shows the inner shoulder land region 14. The inner shoulder land region 14 is provided with a plurality
of second shoulder sipes 61 each extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the inner tread ground contact edge
TE2. Each of the second shoulder sipes 61 has an inner end (61i) in the inner shoulder land region 14. The number of
the second shoulder sipes 61 is equal to the number of the first shoulder sipes 51. By the second shoulder sipes 61
configured as such, impact which the inner shoulder land region 14 receives from a road surface is moderated, therefore,
the noise performance and the ride comfort performance of the tyre are improved.
[0077] Each of the second shoulder sipes 61 in this embodiment is inclined in a direction opposite to the first middle
sipes 31 with respect to the tyre axial direction and extends in a curved manner.
[0078] Each of the second shoulder sipes 61 includes a deep sipe 62 and a shallow sipe 63 having a depth smaller
than that of the deep sipe 62. The deep sipe 62 extends inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the inner tread ground
contact edge TE2 to reach the inner end (61i). A width of the shallow sipe 63 is larger than a width of the deep sipe 62.
The shallow sipe 63 includes an outer region in the tyre radial direction of the deep sipe 62 and extends inwardly in the
tyre axial direction along the deep sipe 62 from the inner tread ground contact edge TE2 to reach the inner end (61i).
[0079] The inner shoulder land region 14 is provided with inner shoulder lateral grooves (second shoulder lateral
grooves) 65 each extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the inner tread ground contact edge TE2. Each of
the inner shoulder lateral grooves 65 has an inner end (65i) in the inner shoulder land region 14. Each of the inner
shoulder lateral grooves 65 is arranged between a respective pair of the second shoulder sipes 61 adjacent to each
other in the tyre circumferential direction. The inner shoulder lateral grooves 65 extend along the second shoulder sipes
61. By the inner shoulder lateral grooves 65, the impact which the inner shoulder land region 14 receives from a road
surface is moderated, therefore, the ride comfort performance of the tyre is improved.
[0080] The inner shoulder land region 14 is provided with third shoulder sipes 66 each extending outwardly in the tyre
axial direction from the inner shoulder main groove 6. Each of the third shoulder sipes 66 is connected with a respective
one of the inner shoulder lateral grooves 65 at an inner end (65i) of the inner shoulder lateral groove 65 or in the vicinity
thereof. By the third shoulder sipes 66, the impact which the inner shoulder land region 14 receives from a road surface
is further moderated.
[0081] Fig. 7 is a development view of the tread portion 2 according to another embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 8 is an enlarged view of the outer shoulder land region 13 in this embodiment. Note that the same reference numerals
are given to the elements common to the embodiment described above, and the explanation thereof is omitted here.
[0082] As shown in Fig. 8, at least one of the first shoulder sipes 51 in this embodiment has a bent portion 54 extending
in the tyre axial direction in a bent manner with a small radius. A radius of curvature of the bent portion 54 is 1 mm or
less, for example.
[0083] The bent portion 54 includes a first bent portion (54a) bent so as to be convex in a first direction and a second
bent portion (54b) bent so as to be convex in a direction opposite to the first direction. The second bent portion (54b) in
this embodiment is arranged on an outer side in the tyre axial direction of the first bent portion (54a).
[0084] The first shoulder sipes 51 exert frictional force in multiple directions by edges of the first bent portion (54a)
and the second bent portion (54b), therefore, it is possible that on-ice/on-snow performance is improved. Further, opposing
sipe walls of each of the first bent portion (54a) and the second bent portion (54b) come into close contact with each
other when the ground contact pressure is applied to the ground contacting surface of the outer shoulder land region
13. Thereby, it is possible that shearing deformation of the outer shoulder land region 13 with the first shoulder sipes
51 as borders is suppressed, therefore, steering stability is improved.
[0085] It is preferred that the first bent portion (54a) and the second bent portion (54b) are arranged on the inner side
in the tyre axial direction of a center in the tyre axial direction of the outer shoulder land region 13. Thereby, the first
bent portion (54a) and the second bent portion (54b) are likely to receive large ground contact pressure, therefore, the
on-ice/on-snow performance is further improved.
[0086] It is preferred that a distance L6 in the tyre axial direction between a closer one of groove edges of the outer
shoulder main groove 5 and the first bent portion (54a) is in a range of from 0.10 to 0.25 times the length L4 in the tyre
axial direction of the outer shoulder land region 13. Further, it is preferred that a distance L7 in the tyre axial direction
between the first bent portion (54a) and the second bent portion (54b) is smaller than the groove width W5 of the outer
shoulder main groove 5. Specifically, it is preferred that the distance L7 is in a range of from 0.15 to 0.30 times the
groove width W5 of outer shoulder main groove 5. Thereby, when the sipe walls come into close contact with each other,
the rigidity of the outer shoulder land region 13 is effectively improved.
[0087] Each of the first shoulder sipes 51 has a vertical component 56 between the first bent portion (54a) and the
second bent portion (54b). It is preferred that the vertical component 56 is arranged at an angle of less than 30 degrees
with respect to the tyre circumferential direction, for example. Further, it is preferred that a length of the vertical component
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56 is in a range of from 3.0 to 7.0 mm, for example. The vertical component 56 configured as such provide frictional
force in the tyre axial direction, therefore, it is possible that skidding on an icy/snowy road surface is suppressed.
[0088] The first bent portion (54a) and the second bent portion (54b) in this embodiment is connected with a lateral
component 57 extending at an angle of less than 10 degrees with respect to the tyre axial direction, for example. The
lateral component 57 configured as such is useful for increasing traction on an icy/snowy road surface.
[0089] In this embodiment, the first bent portion (54a) and the second bent portion (54b) described above are formed
in at least one of the shallow sipes 53.
[0090] It is preferred that a width of each of the shallow sipes 53 is in a range of from 0.5 to 1.0 mm, for example. It
is preferred that a depth of each of the shallow sipes 53 is in a range of from 0.5 to 3.0 mm, for example.
[0091] Each of the deep sipes 52 in this embodiment is inclined at an angle in a range of from 5 to 20 degrees with
respect to the tyre axial direction and extends in a curved manner, for example.
[0092] It is preferred that each of the plurality of the outer shoulder lateral grooves 55 in this embodiment is arranged
at an angle in a range of from 0 to 10 degrees with respect to the tyre axial direction, for example.
[0093] It is preferred that the length L1 in the tyre axial direction of each of the outer shoulder lateral grooves 55 is
larger than the length L2 in the tyre axial direction of each of the deep sipes 52. By the outer shoulder lateral grooves
55 configured as such, the impact which the outer shoulder land region 13 receives from a road surface is further
moderated, therefore, the ride comfort performance of the tyre is improved.
[0094] A distance L8 in the tyre axial direction between the inner end (55i) of each of the outer shoulder lateral grooves
55 and its adjacent one of the second bent portions (54b) is preferably smaller than the groove width W5 of the outer
shoulder main groove 5, and more preferably smaller than 0.50 times the groove width w5. Specifically, the distance L8
is in a range of from 0.25 to 0.35 times the groove width w5. Thereby, sipe walls of the first bent portions (54a) and the
second bent portions (54b) come into close contact with each other, therefore, deformation of the rubber in the vicinity
of the inner ends (55i) of the outer shoulder lateral grooves 55 is suppressed, thereby, uneven wear in the vicinity of the
inner ends (55i) is suppressed.
[0095] Fig. 9 shows the outer middle land region 11 and the inner middle land region 12 of the embodiment shown in
Fig. 7. The second middle sipes 32 in this embodiment are inclined in the same direction as the first middle sipes 31. In
a preferred embodiment, each of the second middle sipes 32 is inclined at a larger angle with respect to the tyre axial
direction than the first middle sipes 31.
[0096] As shown in Fig. 7, it is preferred that each of the first middle sipes 31 is arranged at a position so as to be
continuous with a respective one of the first shoulder sipes 51 with the outer shoulder main groove 5 therebetween.
Note that this embodiment includes an embodiment in which a minimum displacement amount in the tyre circumferential
direction in the outer shoulder main groove 5 between a region obtained by virtually extending one of the sipes and a
region obtained by virtually extending the other one of the sipes is 2.0 mm or less. The first middle sipes 31 configured
as such are easily opened moderately together with the first shoulder sipes 51, therefore, it is possible that the traction
on an icy/snowy road surface is further improved.
[0097] Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view of one of the first middle sipes 31 and one of the second middle sipes 32 taken
along B-B line of Fig. 9. Each of the first middle sipes 31 has a deep bottom portion 31B and a shallow bottom portion
31C. By the deep bottom portion 31B and the shallow bottom portion 31C, each of the first middle sipes 31 is formed
step-wise. In each of the first middle sipes 31, the shallow bottom portion 31C is arranged on the outer side in the tyre
axial direction of the deep bottom portion 31B.
[0098] Each of the second middle sipes 32 has the deep bottom portion 32B and the shallow bottom portion 32C. By
the deep bottom portion 32B and the shallow bottom portion 32C, each of the second middle sipes 32 is formed step-
wise. In each of the second middle sipes 32, the shallow bottom portion 32C is arranged on the inner side in the tyre
axial direction of the deep bottom portion 32B. Thereby, the rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of the outer middle
land region 11 in the vicinity of the crown main groove 3 is increased, therefore, the steering stability performance is
improved.
[0099] It is preferred that a maximum depth of each of the second middle sipes 32 is larger than a maximum depth of
each of the first middle sipes 31. It is possible that the second middle sipes 32 configured as such provide large frictional
force on an icy/snowy road surface.
[0100] The shallow bottom portion 32C extends outwardly in the tyre axial direction from the crown main groove 3 at
a constant depth. It is preferred that the depth of the shallow bottom portion 32C is in a range of from 30% to 60% of a
maximum depth of the deep bottom portion 32B. By the second middle sipes 32 configured as such, the rigidity distribution
of the outer middle land region 11 is optimized, therefore, the ride comfort performance and the steering stability per-
formance are improved in a good balance.
[0101] As shown in Fig. 9, in this embodiment, it is preferred that a total number of the fourth middle sipes 42 provided
in the inner middle land region 12 is equal to a total number of the third middle sipes 41 provided in the inner middle
land region 12. More specifically, it is preferred that each of pitches of the fourth middle sipes 42 is equal to each of
pitches of the third middle sipes 41. Further, in this embodiment, the total number of the fourth middle sipes 42 provided
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in the inner middle land region 12 is equal to a total number of the second middle sipes 32 provided in the outer middle
land region 11. Thereby, the steering stability and the on-ice/on-snow performance are improved in a good balance.
[0102] Fig. 11 is a cross-sectional view of one of the third middle sipes 41 and one of the fourth middle sipes 42 taken
along C-C line of Fig. 9. Each of the third middle sipes 41 has a deep bottom portion 41B and a shallow bottom portion
41C. Each of the fourth middle sipes 42 has a deep bottom portion 42B and a shallow bottom portion 42C. The above-
described configurations of the deep bottom portion 32B and the shallow bottom portion 32C of each of the second
middle sipes 32 can be applied to the deep bottom portion 42B and the shallow bottom portion 42C of each of the fourth
middle sipes 42.
[0103] It is preferred that a maximum depth of each of the third middle sipes 41 and a maximum depth of each of the
fourth middle sipes 42 are larger than the maximum depth of each of the first middle sipes 31, for example. It is preferred
that a maximum depth of each of the third middle sipes 41 and a maximum depth of each of the fourth middle sipes 42
are larger than the maximum depth of each of the first middle sipes 31, for example. Thereby, it is possible that excellent
steering stability is exerted.
[0104] Fig. 12 is a development view of the tread portion 2 according to yet another embodiment of the present
invention. In Fig. 12, the same reference numerals are given to the elements common to the embodiments described
above, and the explanation thereof is omitted here.
[0105] In the embodiment shown in Fig. 12, the tread portion includes two crown main grooves 3 arranged so as to
sandwich the tyre equator (C) and a crown land region 15 defined between them and arranged on the tyre equator (C).
[0106] It is preferred that the crown land region 15 is a plain rib having no grooves or sipes arranged therein, for
example. The crown land region 15 configured as such effectively improves the steering stability on a dry road surface.
[0107] In this embodiment, the chamfered portion 35 is formed at a connection portion between each of the first middle
sipes 31 and the outer shoulder main groove 5. The chamfered portion 35 includes an inclined surface surrounded by
one of edges of the outer middle land region 11 on the ground contacting surface, an edge of the outer shoulder main
groove 5 on one of groove walls thereof, and an edge of a respective one of the first middle sipes 31 on one of sipe
walls thereof. The chamfered portions 35 configured as such moderate the impact which the outer middle land region
11 receives from a road surface, therefore, they are helpful for improving the noise performance and the ride comfort
performance.
[0108] while detailed description has been made of the tyre of the present invention, the present invention can be
embodied in various forms without being limited to the illustrated embodiments, but within the scope of the appended
claims.

working Example (Example)

[0109] Pneumatic tyres of size 205/60R17 having the basic tread pattern shown in Fig. 1 were made by way of test
according to the specifications listed in Table 1, and then the test tyres were tested for the drainage performance, the
noise performance, and the steering stability performance.
[0110] The common specifications were as follows.

Thickness of tread rubber of crown portion: 10.0 mm
Belt cord: 1x2/0.295/46e
Belt angle: 26 degrees
Band cord: 940 dtex/2/48e
Band angle: 0 degrees

[0111] The test methods were as follows.

< Steering stability performance >

[0112] Each of the test tyres was mounted on a rim of 17 3 6.0J and mounted on all wheels of a test vehicle (FF
passenger car with displacement of 1500 cc) under the condition of the tyre inner pressure of 240 kPa. While the test
vehicle described above was driven on a dry asphalt road surface of a test course with the driver being the only member
on the test vehicle, characteristics relating to grip performance, steering response, and responsiveness were evaluated
by the driver’s feeling. The test results are indicated by an evaluation point based on Example 1 being 100, wherein the
larger the numerical value, the better the steering stability performance is.

< Noise performance >

[0113] while the test vehicle was driven on a road noise measuring road (a road having a rough asphalt surface) at a
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speed of 60 km/h, the in-car noise was sampled at a position in the vicinity of the driver’s window-side ear, and the sound
pressure level was measured. The test results are indicated by an index based on the value of the Example 1 being
100, wherein a larger numerical value is better.

< Ride comfort performance >

[0114] while the test vehicle was driven on a dry road surface of a test course, the ride comfort performance based
on rigid impression at that time was evaluated by the driver’s feeling. The test results are indicated by an evaluation
point based on the Example 1 being 100, wherein the larger the numerical value, the better the ride comfort performance is.
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[0115] As is clear from Table 1, it was confirmed that the steering stability performance, the ride comfort performance,
and the noise performance were significantly improved in a good balance in the tyres as the Examples as compared
with the tyres as References without changing thickness of the tread rubber and the like.
[0116] Tyres of size 215/60R16 having the basic pattern shown in Fig. 7 were made by way of test according to the
specifications listed in Table 1. As Reference 3, as shown in Fig. 13, tyres were made by way of test in which no
circumferential sipes were arranged in each of middle land regions (a) and none of first shoulder sipes (b) had the bent
portion. The tyres as the Reference 3 had substantially the same tread pattern as that shown in Fig. 7 except for the
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configuration described above. Each of the test tyres was tested for the steering stability and the on-ice/on-snow per-
formance. Common specifications of the test tyres and the test methods were as follows.

Tyre rim: 16 x 7.0J
Tyre inner pressure: 210 kPa at front wheels, 200 kPa at rear wheels
Test vehicle: 4WD-car with displacement of 1500 cc
Tyre mounting position: all wheels

< Steering stability >

[0117] while a test driver drove the test vehicle on a dry road surface, the steering stability was evaluated by the
driver’s feeling. The test results are indicated by an evaluation point based on the Reference 3 being 100, wherein the
larger the numerical value, the better the steering stability is.

< On-ice/on-snow performance >

[0118] while the above test vehicle was driven on an icy/snowy road surface having snow and ice mixture thereon,
performance such as steering responsiveness, starting feeling, braking feeling, grip and the like were evaluated by the
driver’s feeling. The test results are indicated by an evaluation point based on the Reference 3 being 100, wherein the
larger the numerical value, the better the on-ice/on-snow performance is.
[0119] Test results are shown in Table 2.

[0120] From the test results, it was confirmed that the tyres as the Examples exerted excellent steering stability and
excellent on-ice/on-snow performance.

Claims

1. A tyre comprising a tread portion (2) comprising
a first shoulder main groove (5) extending continuously in a tyre circumferential direction on a side of a first tread
ground contact edge (Te1) positioned on one side of a tyre equator, (C)
a second shoulder main groove (6) extending continuously in the tyre circumferential direction on a side of a second
tread ground contact edge (Te2) positioned on the other side of the tyre equator,
at least one crown main groove (3) extending continuously in the tyre circumferential direction between the first
shoulder main groove (5) and the second shoulder main groove (6),

Table 2.

Ref.
3

Ex.16 Ex.17 Ex.18 Ex.19 Ex.20 Ex.21 Ex.22 Ex.23 Ex.24

Figure showing Tread 
pattern

Fig.
13

Fig.7 Fig.7 Fig.7 Fig.7 Fig.7 Fig.7 Fig.7 Fig.7 Fig.7

Distance L6 between

- 0.15 0.10 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Outer shoulder main 
groove and First bent 
portion/ Length L4 of outer 
shoulder land region

Length of Vertical 
component [mm] - 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 7.0

Steering stability 
performance 100 105 103 105 105 105 104 105 105 104

[evaluation point]

on-ice/on-snow 
performance 100 107 107 107 106 105 106 106 107 107

[evaluation point]
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a first middle land region (11) defined between the first shoulder main groove (5) and the crown main groove (3),
a second middle land region (12) defined between the second shoulder main groove (6) and the crown main groove,
a first shoulder land region (13) defined between the first tread ground contact edge (Te1) and the first shoulder
main groove (5), and
a second shoulder land region (14) defined between the second tread ground contact edge (Te2) and the second
shoulder main groove (6), wherein
the first middle land region (11) is provided with
first middle sipes (31) each extending inwardly in a tyre axial direction from the first shoulder main groove to have
an inner end (31i) in the first middle land region (11),
second middle sipes (32) each extending outwardly in the tyre axial direction from the crown main groove (3) to
have an outer end (320) in the first middle land region, the tyre is characterized in that
the number of the second middle sipes (32) is larger than the number of the first middle sipes (31), wherein the
tread ground contact edges (Te1, Te2) means outermost tread ground contact edges in a tyre axial direction when
the tyre in a standard state is in contact with a flat surface with zero camber angles by being loaded with a standard
tyre load.

2. The tyre according to claim 1, wherein
the number of the second middle sipes is twice or more the number of the first middle sipes.

3. The tyre according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the second middle land region is provided with third middle sipes each extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction
from the second shoulder main groove to have an inner end in the second middle land region, and fourth middle
sipes each extending outwardly in the tyre axial direction from the crown main groove to have an outer end in the
second middle land region, and
the number of the fourth middle sipes is equal to the number of the third middle sipes.

4. The tyre according to claim 3, wherein
rigidity in the tyre circumferential direction of the first middle land region is greater than rigidity in the tyre circum-
ferential direction of the second middle land region.

5. The tyre according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein
the first shoulder land region is provided with a plurality of first shoulder sipes each connecting between the first
tread ground contact edge and the first shoulder main groove, and
each of the first shoulder sipes includes a deep sipe extending inwardly in the tyre axial direction from the first tread
ground contact edge to have an inner end in the first shoulder land region and a shallow sipe connecting between
the inner end of the deep sipe and the first shoulder main groove and having a depth smaller than that of the deep sipe.

6. The tyre according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the first shoulder land region is provided with first shoulder lateral grooves each extending inwardly in the tyre axial
direction from the first tread ground contact edge, and
a length in the tyre axial direction between the inner end of each of the first shoulder lateral grooves and the first
shoulder main groove is in a range of from 10% to 30% of a length in the tyre axial direction of the first shoulder
land region.

7. The tyre according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
a position of the tread portion when the tyre is mounted on a vehicle is specified such that the first tread ground
contact edge is positioned on an outer side of the vehicle.

8. The tyre according to claim 1, wherein
a position of the tread portion when the tyre is mounted on a vehicle is specified such that the first tread ground
contact edge is positioned on an outer side of the vehicle,
the first shoulder land region is provided with a plurality of first shoulder sipes each extending between the first tread
ground contact edge and the first shoulder main groove,
at least one of the first shoulder sipes has a bent portion, and
the bent portion includes a first bent portion which is bent so as to be convex in a first direction and a second bent
portion which is bent so as to be convex in a direction opposite to the first direction.

9. The tyre according to claim 8, wherein
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the at least one of the first shoulder sipes has a vertical component arranged between the first bent portion and the
second bent portion, and
the vertical component is arranged at an angle of less than 30 degrees with respect to the tyre circumferential direction.

10. The tyre according to claim 8 or 9, wherein
the first bent portion and the second bent portion are arranged on an inner side in the tyre axial direction of a center
in the tyre axial direction of the first shoulder land region.

11. The tyre according to any one of claims 8 to 10, wherein
the first shoulder land region is provided with a plurality of first shoulder lateral grooves each extending from the
first tread ground contact edge to terminate within the first shoulder land region.

12. The tyre according to any one of claims 8 to 11, wherein
each of the first middle sipes is arranged at a position so as to be continuous with a respective one of the first
shoulder sipes with the first shoulder main groove therebetween.

13. The tyre according to any one of claims 8 to 12, wherein
a chamfered portion is formed at a connection portion between each of the first middle sipes and the first shoulder
main groove.

14. The tyre according to any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein
the tread portion includes a crown land region arranged on the tyre equator, and
the crown land region is a plain rib provided with no grooves and no sipes.

15. The tyre according to any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein
the first middle land region is provided with a first circumferential sipe extending continuously in the tyre circumferential
direction.

Patentansprüche

1. Reifen mit einem Laufflächenabschnitt (2), welcher umfasst

eine erste Schulterhauptrille (5), die sich kontinuierlich in einer Reifenumfangsrichtung auf einer Seite einer
ersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante (Te1) erstreckt, die auf einer Seite eines Reifenäquators (C) positioniert
ist,
eine zweite Schulterhauptrille (6), die sich kontinuierlich in der Reifenumfangsrichtung auf einer Seite einer
zweiten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante (Te2) erstreckt, die auf der anderen Seite des Reifenäquators posi-
tioniert ist,
mindestens eine Kronenhauptrille (3), die sich kontinuierlich in Reifenumfangsrichtung zwischen der ersten
Schulterhauptrille (5) und der zweiten Schulterhauptrille (6) erstreckt,
einen ersten mittleren Landbereich (11), der zwischen der ersten Schulterhauptrille (5) und der Kronenhauptrille
(3) definiert ist,
einen zweiten mittleren Landbereich (12), der zwischen der zweiten Schulterhauptrille (6) und der Kronenhaup-
trille definiert ist,
einen ersten Schulterlandbereich (13), der zwischen der ersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante (Te1) und der
ersten Schulterhauptrille (5) definiert ist, und
einen zweiten Schulterlandbereich (14), der zwischen der zweiten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante (Te2) und
der zweiten Schulterhauptrille (6) definiert ist,
wobei
der erste mittlere Landbereich (11) versehen ist mit
ersten mittleren Feinschnitten (31), die sich jeweils in einer Reifenaxialrichtung von der ersten Schulterhauptrille
nach innen erstrecken, so dass sie ein inneres Ende (31i) in dem ersten mittleren Landbereich (11) aufweisen,
zweiten mittleren Feinschnitten (32), die sich jeweils von der Kronenhauptrille (3) in der Reifenaxialrichtung
nach außen erstrecken, so dass sie ein äußeres Ende (320) in dem ersten mittleren Landbereich aufweisen, und
der Reifen dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass
die Anzahl der zweiten mittleren Feinschnitte (32) größer ist als die Anzahl der ersten mittleren Feinschnitte
(31), wobei die Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkanten (Te1, Te2) die äußersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkanten
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in einer Reifenaxialrichtung bedeuten, wenn der Reifen in einem Standardzustand in Kontakt mit einer flachen
Oberfläche ist, wobei der Sturzwinkel null beträgt und er mit einer Standard-Reifenlast belastet ist.

2. Reifen nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Anzahl der zweiten mittleren Feinschnitte das Doppelte oder mehr der Anzahl
der ersten mittleren Feinschnitte beträgt.

3. Reifen nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei

der zweite mittlere Landbereich mit dritten mittleren Feinschnitten versehen ist, die sich jeweils in der Reifen-
axialrichtung von der zweiten Schulterhauptrille nach innen erstrecken, so dass sie ein inneres Ende in dem
zweiten mittleren Landbereich aufweisen, und mit vierten mittleren Feinschnitten, die sich jeweils in der Rei-
fenaxialrichtung von der Kronenhauptrille nach außen erstrecken, so dass sie ein äußeres Ende in dem zweiten
mittleren Landbereich aufweisen, und
die Anzahl der vierten mittleren Feinschnitte gleich der Anzahl der dritten mittleren Feinschnitte ist.

4. Reifen nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Steifigkeit in der Reifenumfangsrichtung des ersten mittleren Landbereichs
größer ist als die Steifigkeit in der Reifenumfangsrichtung des zweiten mittleren Landbereichs.

5. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei

der erste Schulterlandbereich mit einer Vielzahl von ersten Schulterfeinschnitten versehen ist, die jeweils eine
Verbindung zwischen der ersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante und der ersten Schulterhauptrille herstellen,
und
jeder der ersten Schulterfeinschnitte einen tiefen Feinschnitt aufweist, der sich in der Reifenaxialrichtung von
der ersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante nach innen erstreckt, so dass er ein inneres Ende in dem ersten
Schulterlandbereich aufweist, und einen flachen Feinschnitt, der eine Verbindung zwischen dem inneren Ende
der tiefen Feinschnitts und der ersten Schulterhauptrille herstellt und eine geringere Tiefe als die des tiefen
Feinschnitts aufweist.

6. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei

der erste Schulterlandbereich mit ersten Schulterquerrillen versehen ist, die sich jeweils in der Reifenaxialrich-
tung von der ersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante nach innen erstrecken, und
eine Länge in der Reifenaxialrichtung zwischen dem inneren Ende einer jeden der ersten Schulterquerrillen
und der ersten Schulterhauptrille in einem Bereich von 10 % bis 30 % einer Länge in der Reifenaxialrichtung
des ersten Schulterlandbereichs liegt.

7. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei eine Position des Laufflächenabschnitts, wenn der Reifen an einem
Fahrzeug aufgezogen ist, so spezifiziert ist, dass die erste Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante an einer Außenseite
des Fahrzeugs positioniert ist.

8. Reifen nach Anspruch 1, wobei

eine Position des Laufflächenabschnitts, wenn der Reifen an einem Fahrzeug aufgezogen ist, so spezifiziert
ist, dass die erste Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante an einer Außenseite des Fahrzeugs positioniert ist,
der erste Schulterlandbereich mit einer Vielzahl von ersten Schulterfeinschnitten versehen ist, die sich jeweils
zwischen der ersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante und der ersten Schulterhauptrille erstrecken,
mindestens einer der ersten Schulterfeinschnitte einen gebogenen Abschnitt aufweist und
der gebogene Abschnitt einen ersten gebogenen Abschnitt umfasst, der so gebogen ist, dass er in einer ersten
Richtung konvex ist, und einen zweiten gebogenen Abschnitt, der so gebogen ist, dass er in einer der ersten
Richtung entgegengesetzten Richtung konvex ist.

9. Reifen nach Anspruch 8, wobei

der mindestens eine der ersten Schulterfeinschnitte eine vertikale Komponente aufweist, die zwischen dem
ersten gebogenen Abschnitt und dem zweiten gebogenen Abschnitt angeordnet ist, und
die vertikale Komponente in einem Winkel von weniger als 30 Grad zur Reifenumfangsrichtung angeordnet ist.
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10. Reifen nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, wobei der erste gebogene Abschnitt und der zweite gebogene Abschnitt auf einer
Innenseite in der Reifenaxialrichtung eines Zentrums in der Reifenaxialrichtung des ersten Schulterlandbereichs
angeordnet sind.

11. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 10, wobei der erste Schulterlandbereich mit einer Vielzahl von ersten
Schulterquerrillen versehen ist, die sich jeweils von der ersten Laufflächen-Boden-Kontaktkante aus erstrecken, so
dass sie innerhalb des ersten Schulterlandbereichs enden.

12. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 11, wobei ein jeder der ersten mittleren Feinschnitte an einer Position
angeordnet ist, so dass er fortlaufend mit einem entsprechenden der ersten Schulterfeinschnitte ist, wobei der erste
Schulterfeinschnitt dazwischen liegt.

13. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 12, wobei ein abgeschrägter Abschnitt an einem Verbindungsabschnitt
zwischen einem jeden der ersten mittleren Feinschnitte und der ersten Schulterhauptrille gebildet ist.

14. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 13, wobei

der Laufflächenabschnitt einen auf dem Reifenäquator angeordneten Kronenlandbereich umfasst, und
der Kronenlandbereich eine ebene Rippe ohne Rillen und ohne Feinschnitte ist.

15. Reifen nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 14, wobei der erste mittlere Landbereich mit einem ersten Umfangsfeinschnitt
versehen ist, der sich kontinuierlich in der Reifenumfangsrichtung erstreckt.

Revendications

1. Pneumatique comprenant une portion formant bande de roulement (2) comprenant :

une première rainure principale d’épaulement (5) s’étendant en continu dans une direction circonférentielle du
pneumatique sur un côté du premier bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement (Te1) positionné sur un
côté de l’équateur de pneumatique (C),
une seconde rainure principale d’épaulement (6) s’étendant en continu dans la direction circonférentielle du
pneumatique sur un côté du second bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement (Te2) positionné sur l’autre
côté de l’équateur de pneumatique,
au moins une rainure principale de couronne (3) s’étendant en continu dans la direction circonférentielle du
pneumatique entre la première rainure principale d’épaulement (5) et la seconde rainure principale d’épaulement
(6),
une première région en relief médiane (11) définie entre la première rainure principale d’épaulement (5) et la
rainure principale de couronne (3),
une seconde région en relief médiane (12) définie entre la seconde rainure principale d’épaulement (6) et la
rainure principale de couronne,
une première région en relief d’épaulement (13) définie entre le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de
roulement (Te1) et la première rainure principale d’épaulement (5), et
une seconde région en relief d’épaulement (14) définie entre le second bord de contact au sol de bande de
roulement (Te2) et la seconde rainure principale d’épaulement (6), dans lequel
la première région en relief médiane (11) est dotée
de premières fentes médianes (31) s’étendant chacune vers l’intérieur dans une direction axiale du pneumatique
depuis la première rainure principale d’épaulement pour avoir une extrémité intérieure (31i) dans la première
région en relief médiane (11),
de deuxième fentes (32) s’étendant chacune vers l’extérieur dans la direction axiale du pneumatique depuis la
rainure principale de couronne (3) pour avoir une extrémité extérieure (32o) dans la première région en relief
médiane,
le pneumatique étant caractérisé en ce que
le nombre de deuxièmes fentes médianes (32) est supérieur au nombre de premières fentes médianes (31),
dans lequel les bords de contact au sol de bande de roulement (Te1, Te2) signifient les bords de contact au
sol de bande de roulement les plus à l’extérieur dans une direction axiale du pneumatique quand le pneumatique
dans un état standard est en contact avec une surface plane avec des angles de cambrure zéro en étant chargé
avec une charge de pneumatique standard.
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2. Pneumatique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le nombre de deuxièmes fentes médianes est deux fois ou plus
le nombre de premières fentes médianes.

3. Pneumatique selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la seconde région en relief médiane est dotée de troisièmes
fentes médianes s’étendant chacune vers l’intérieur dans la direction axiale du pneumatique depuis la seconde
rainure principale d’épaulement pour avoir une extrémité intérieure dans la seconde région en relief médiane, et de
quatrièmes fentes médianes s’étendant chacune vers l’extérieur dans la direction axiale du pneumatique depuis la
rainure principale de couronne pour avoir une extrémité extérieure dans la seconde région en relief médiane, et
le nombre de quatrièmes fentes médianes est égal au nombre de troisièmes fentes médianes.

4. Pneumatique selon la revendication 3, dans lequel
la rigidité dans la direction circonférentielle du pneumatique de la première région en relief médiane est supérieure
à la rigidité dans la direction circonférentielle du pneumatique de la seconde région en relief médiane.

5. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel
la première région en relief d’épaulement est dotée d’une pluralité de premières fentes d’épaulement assurant
chacune une connexion entre le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement et la première rainure
principale d’épaulement, et
chacune des premières fentes d’épaulement inclut une fente profonde s’étendant vers l’intérieur dans la direction
axiale du pneumatique depuis le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement pour avoir une extrémité
intérieure dans la première région en relief d’épaulement, et une fente peu profonde assurant une connexion entre
l’extrémité intérieure de la fente profonde et la première rainure principale d’épaulement et ayant une profondeur
inférieure à celle de la fente profonde.

6. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel
la première région en relief d’épaulement est dotée de premières rainures latérales d’épaulement s’étendant chacune
vers l’intérieur dans la direction axiale du pneumatique depuis le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de
roulement, et
une longueur dans la direction axiale du pneumatique entre l’extrémité intérieure de chacune rainure parmi les
premières rainures latérales d’épaulement et la première rainure d’épaulement est dans une plage allant de 10%
à 30% d’une longueur dans la direction axiale du pneumatique de la première région en relief d’épaulement.

7. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel
une position de la portion formant bande de roulement, quand le pneumatique est monté sur un véhicule, est spécifiée
de sorte que le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement est positionné sur un côté extérieur du véhicule.

8. Pneumatique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
une position de la portion formant bande de roulement, quand le pneumatique est monté sur un véhicule, est spécifiée
de sorte que le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement est positionné sur un côté extérieur du véhicule,
la première région en relief d’épaulement est dotée d’une pluralité de premières fentes d’épaulement s’étendant
chacune entre le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement et la première rainure principale d’épaulement,
au moins une des premières fentes d’épaulement a une portion cintrée, et
la portion cintrée inclut une première portion cintrée qui est cintrée de manière à être convexe dans une première
direction et une seconde portion cintrée qui est cintrée de manière à être convexe dans une direction opposée à la
première direction.

9. Pneumatique selon la revendication 8, dans lequel
ladite au moins une des premières fentes d’épaulement a un composant vertical agencé entre la première portion
cintrée et la seconde portion cintrée, et
le composant vertical est agencé sous un angle de moins de 30 degrés par rapport à la direction circonférentielle
du pneumatique.

10. Pneumatique selon la revendication 8 ou 9, dans lequel
la première portion cintrée et la seconde portion cintrée sont agencées sur un côté intérieur, dans la direction axiale
du pneumatique, d’un centre, dans la direction axiale du pneumatique, de la première région en relief d’épaulement.

11. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 10, dans lequel
la première région en relief d’épaulement est dotée d’une pluralité de premières régions latérales d’épaulement
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s’étendant chacune depuis le premier bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement pour se terminer à l’intérieur
de la première région en relief d’épaulement.

12. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 11, dans lequel
chacune des premières fentes médianes est agencée à une position de manière à être continue avec une fente
respective des premières fentes d’épaulement, avec la première rainure principale d’épaulement entre celles-ci.

13. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 12, dans lequel
une portion chanfreinée est formée au niveau d’une portion de connexion entre chacune des premières fentes
médianes et la première rainure principale d’épaulement.

14. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 13, dans lequel
la portion formant bande de roulement inclut une région en relief de couronne agencée sur l’équateur de pneumatique,
et
la région en relief de couronne est une simple nervure dotée d’aucune rainure et d’aucune fente.

15. Pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 14, dans lequel
la première région en relief médiane est dotée d’une première fente circonférentielle s’étendant en continu dans la
direction circonférentielle du pneumatique.
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